Increase efficiency and reduce heavy lifting and associated injury costs with the innovative EZ LIFT material handling system from UltraSource.

**INCREASE EFFICIENCY AND REDUCE COSTS**

Maneuvering heavy loads without the proper equipment can result in injuries and costs from lost production and workers’ compensation. The compact and maneuverable EZ Lift system can help you maintain productivity and avoid injury related costs.

**COMPACT, ROBUST, VERSATILE**

The compact EZ Lift system uses a rugged screw lift drive to allow users to effectively manage materials weighing up to 500lbs. Numerous material handling attachments are available and custom attachments can be designed for your specific needs. Once loaded, the EZ Lift is easy to move with the comfortable height push handle bar and heavy duty casters.

**HYGIENIC DESIGN**

The system is washdown capable with a fully sealed motor housing and stainless steel construction making it perfect for clean room environments (IP65/NEMA 4 Rated).

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- 12 volt rechargeable battery
- Built in charger with power level indicator
- 275 lb. or 500 lb. lifting capacity options
- 20” width
- Heavy duty casters
- Anti static wheel kits available
- Wide array of standard and custom attachments are available

The EZ-Lift rotating spindle is ideal for lifting, turning, and transporting rolls of material. Available in three or six inch cores.

**Contact us at:**

UltraSource LLC • 1414 West 29th Street • Kansas City, MO 64108-3604 USA
800.777.5624
Telephone: 816.753.2150 • Fax: 816.753.4976
info@UltraSourceUSA.com • UltraSourceUSA.com
EZ LIFT ATTACHMENTS

Choose from three methods of operation for all rotating attachments!

**Manual:** Swivel and turn by hand.

**Mechanical:** Designed with a handled wheel that helps users quickly adjust the rotation to just where they want it.

**Motorized:** Power the attachment into place with the push of a button.

---

**NON-ROTATING ATTACHMENTS**

**DIE BLOCK/CHAIN KIT**
Simple attachment for lifting forming dies, cutters, and other heavy machinery components.

**CRADLE ATTACHMENT**
Simple and effective way of lifting and positioning reels in a loose mandrel situation, where cradle directly lifts the machine mandrel. A shaft can also be supplied to aid lifting.

**SINGLE SPINDLE ATTACHMENT**
Ideal for horizontal reel handling applications, the single spindle is used when a reel is placed on its side and transferred to either a cantilevered mandrel or supporting rollers.

**FORWARD TAPPING BARREL CLAMP**
Valuable attachment ideal for lifting and pouring out contents of drums or barrels.

**FILM ROLL ADJUSTABLE CLAMP**
Multipurpose clamping device for lifting heavy film rolls or similar cylindrical objects and rotating through 90° left or right.

---

Want a custom attachment option, just ask!
We have engineers that can custom design an attachment to fit virtually any application!